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This papers describes and discusses the experiments and analyses performed in ASDEX

Upgrade to determine the electron heat diffusion coefficient (%¿) via Iwo pemirbative methods:

sawtooth propagation (Xe
ST) and ECRH modulation (xc

K C R H)- The heal wave propagation of

sawteeth and ECRH modulation was investigated under various conditions such as deuterium

and hydrogen plasmas, ohmically-healed and NBI-heated discharges at different densities,

current and magnetic field. In these discharges the magnitude of the sawteeth varies by a factor

of about five. The ECRH experiments were performed with on-axis and off axis deposition at

modulation frequencies between 25 Hz and 1 kHz. The amplitude of the ECRH power

modulation can be varied between 0 and 400 kW. The heat pulse propagation is observed with

the 45 channel ECE radiometer which provides a fast (33 kHz) and sensitive (= 0.0S eV)

measurement of the electron temperature perturbation and generally covers 80% of the plasma

minor radius. The analyses are performed with 2 methods: Fourier transformation using a slab

model and a time-dependent code in cylindrical geometry which also includes damping effects.

Power balance results (XePB) are used for comparison.

The sawtooth analysis yields j ^ values larger than those from power balance by a factor of 1.5

to 6 and XeST exhibits no correlation with XePB- 1° contrast, the ECRH modulation gives

^ECRH < 2 j£ePB. This discrepancy is attributed to the large perturbation caused by a sawtooth:

it is shown that the XeST values align well when plotted versus the amplitude of the associated

temperature perturbation just outside the mixing radius. It appears also that the perturbation

associated with a sawtooth is, generally in ASDEX Upgrade, significantly larger than that of

ECRH modulation. This is interpreted in terms of the energy expelled from inside the q=I

surface during a sawtooth crash (100|is) which corresponds to a power of several MW. An

ECRH power scan shows no measurable influence of the modulation amplitude in the range

applied here (PECRH S 400 kW). It is therefore concluded that, under the conditions of the

experiments performed in ASDEX Upgrade, the ECRH modulation reflects the transport as

otherwise yield by power balance, whereas the sawtooth analysis generally does not because

the associated perturbation is too large.

Finally the inter-action between ECRH and sawtooth heat pulses is also presented and

discussed. The results suggest that this effect can be strong in cases where the ECRH

modulates the sawtooth amplitude inside the q=l surface, but docs not seem to play a role when

the ECRH heat wave is essentially restricted to the domain outside the q=l surface.
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